This paper presents a strong cutting plane method implemented by branch and cut to solve the assembly line workload smoothing problem which minimizes the maximum idle time for a specified number of stations in order to balance workloads assigned to all stations. The approach exploits a problem formulation that embeds the assembly line balancing polytope. Thus, inequalities that are known to be valid for the line balancing polytope are also valid for workload smoothing. This paper describes an approach for implementing a strong cutting plane method that employs such valid inequalities, including separation algorithms. Preprocessing methods are described to decompose and reduce a precedence graph as well as to estimate bounds on parameters that are involved in valid inequalities. Finally, computational experience that evaluates the efficacy of the approach is presented.
Given a set of tasks, task processing times, task precedence relationships, and desired cycle time, the objective of the assembly line balancing problem (ALBP) is to assign tasks to the minimum number of stations while observing precedence relationships. Solutions do not necessarily assign equal workloads to stations and may, thus, create operating inefficiencies. The workload smoothing problem (WSP) deals with this issue, using the optimal number of stations and assigning tasks with the objective of minimizing the maximum idle time on any station in order to balance workloads assigned to all stations.
Since the ALBP is NP-hard [7] , heuristics have appeal as fast and convenient solution techniques, and considerable progress has been made in developing and improving heuristics [7] . A reasonable level of research effort has also been directed toward developing optimization approaches. Baybars [2] and Ghosh and Gagnon [7] present recent reviews of research on the ALBP.
In contrast, research on the WSP has been rather limited. No optimization methods for the WSP have, apparently, been proposed. Tonge [27] introduced a heuristic to smooth line balance by transferring tasks among stations until the workload distribution is as even as possible. For lines with either single or parallel machines, Sarker and Shanthikumar [25] further improved line balance by the "Trade and
Transfer" heuristic to smooth station idleness. Rachamadugu and Talbot [23, 24] formulated the workload smoothing problem as an integer program and developed an iterative heuristic to reduce workload differences among stations.
Recently, cutting plane methods have performed successfully in a variety of applications. Even though valid inequalities used as cutting planes are problem specific, the polyhedral characteristics of embedded structures can be applied in a more complex application [4] . This relationship motivated this research, which describes some characteristics of the polyhedral structure of the ALBP and applies that knowledge to resolve the WSP. Specifically, branch and cut has resulted in successful applications including those by Padberg and Rinaldi [17] for symmetric traveling salesman problems (TSP) and Hoffman and Padberg [9] for airline crew scheduling problems.
In a related paper [20] , we introduced families of valid inequalities for the ALBP and showed conditions under which they define facets for a certain relaxation of the ALBP. This paper, a continuation, presents a separation algorithm for each family of cuts. Preprocessing methods are described to decompose and reduce a precedence graph as well as to estimate bounds on parameters that are involved in our valid inequalities. Recognizing that the ALBP polytope is embedded in the WSP polytope, we implement a branch and cut approach to solve the WSP, using the inequalities we showed to be valid for the ALBP polytope. Finally, computational experience that evaluates the efficacy of the approach is presented.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 formulates the ALBP and the WSP. Section 2 provides a brief review of valid inequalities. Sections 3 and 4 describe separation algorithms and preprocessing methods, respectively. Section 5 discusses our implementation of branch and cut and its computational evaluation. Finally, Section 6 gives concluding remarks and suggestions for future research.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We use a precedence graph to represent tasks and their precedence relationships using notation T, t , H, T , and M(j) as defined in Figure 1 . Since nodes represent tasks in H, we use the terms interchangeably. We invoke two assumptions about the precedence graph: (1) H is connected and simple (i.e., no loops and at most one arc joining two nodes), and (2) H has a single source (node 1) and a single sink (node t ).
To formulate the ALBP, we use parameters pt, SL, SU, Ej, Lj and T(s), and decision variables xsi as defined in Figure 1 . The ALBP may be formulated as the following 0/1 integer program. 
ALBP:Minimize
in which a lower bound on the optimum (S * ) may be determined from SL = p x z + ∑
3
≥ c ∀s = 1, ..., S * ,
in which zmax, the maximum idle time on any station, is a real variable. Since c and pt are integers, constraints (6) and the objective function guarantee that zmax will attain an integer value in each solution equal to the maximum idle time at any station.
Using N to denote the number of xst decision variables, we define polytopes p n = characteristic vector that gives the values of all xst variables in the n th assignment of tasks to stations so that p n represents an extreme point of P Zmax( p n)= the unique value of the solution to the WSP associated with assignment p n.
Facets of P are intimately related to those of W. Constraints (6) and (7) and the objective function of the WSP merely "price out" each p n e P, deterministically assigning value zmax( p n), and do not render any p n e P infeasible. Associated with each p n e P are the points in the WSP with task assignment given by p n and zmax ≥ zmax( p n) and the single extreme point defined by (zmax( p n), p n) so that the points p n that are supported by a facet of P are also associated with the corresponding facet of W. Each facet (extreme point) of P is an orthagonal projection of a facet (extreme point) of W. In fact, it would be sufficient for each p n e P to be associated with a single point in the WSP, (zmax( p n), p n) e W. In section 2.0, we give some families of valid inequalities for P.
VALID INEQUALITIES AND FACETS FOR P
For completeness, this section reviews inequalities show by Pinnoi and Wilhelm [20] to be valid for P, since they are also related to W and are used in our branch and cut implementation for the WSP. This development relies upon parameters ? Figure 1 ) which are determined by the preprocessor. Section 2.1 presents inequalities related to clique inequalities, Section 2.2 describes several related to packing covers, and Section 2.4 relates the use of minimal cover inequalities.
Clique Inequalities.
A set of valid inequalities can be identified as clique inequalities [16] associated with a node packing problem (NPP) defined on a specially constructed intersection graph G -= (U, F ) with node set U = {u: u = (s, t), s = Et, ..., Lt, and t ∈ T} and arc set F = {(u1, u2): u1 = (s1, t1), u2 = (s2, t2) ∈ U and t1 cannot be assigned to s1 when t2 is assigned to s2}. Pinnoi and Wilhelm [20] give a set of five rules to construct G -, and the NPP on G -is a relaxation of the ALBP. A solution that is feasible relative to the ALBP is always feasible relative to the NPP on G -. However, the converse is not necessarily true.
Therefore, P is contained within the polytope associated with the NPP on G -. Clique inequalities (8)- (13) are known to define facets for the node packing polytope and are, thus, valid for P.
s-clique inequality:
Given a station s, define clique Ks = {(s, t): for some t ∈ T} ⊆ U, and the set of tasks T(Ks) that are associated with Ks, T(Ks) = {t: (s, t) ∈ Ks}. The s-clique inequality (8) suggests that at most one task in T(Ks) can be assigned to station s due to a combination of the precedence relationships, capacities needed to process predecessors upstream and successors downstream, and the cycle time requirements.
? -clique:
The ? -clique inequality relates to the precedence relationship between two precedence-related tasks i and j, i ∈ A(j) and max (Ei + 1, Ej -? 
The a -clique inequality results from the limitation of upstream capacities (stations) available to process predecessors of two precedence-unrelated tasks i, j, i ∈ f (j) and j ∈ f (i); that is, for ), due to the upstream capacity limitations, and t cannot be assigned to a station after s * -1, due to the precedence relationships.
ß -Clique:
The ß -clique inequality results analogously, considering the capacities that are required to process 
Packing Cover Inequalities.
Let V ⊆ U be a set of nodes in G -= (U, F ) and consider polytope QH which is associated with the following knapsack, generalized upper bound and node packing constraints:
in which Vk ∩ Vr = ∅ for k ≠ r, and
Interpreting QH in terms of the ALBP, we consider v = (s, t) and the knapsack constraint (14) as the cycle time constraint (3) or, perhaps, a surrogate constraint resulting from summing two or more cycle time constraints. As a result, av = pt for v = (s, t). If we consider index k as task k and Vk as a subset of the stations at which task k can be assigned and which are associated with the cycle time constraints being considered, then au = av for u, v ∈ Vk and u ≠ v, since a task has the same processing time on any station to which it is assigned. The generalized upper bound constraint (15) is taken from the inequality form of the assignment constraint.
A node set C ⊆ V is a minimal packing cover of G -if C is both a minimal cover and a node packing in G -. The set of tasks associated with C is given by T(C) = {k: |C ∩ Vk| = 1} and the extension of the packing cover C is
Horizontal Packing Cover:
Horizontal packing cover inequality (16) is valid for P and QH and is so named since the it involves only variables included in the row of cycle time constraint (3) (i.e., in a horizontal orientation).
Packing Cover with Precedence Relationships:
Inequality (17) is a minimal packing cover inequality strengthened by precedence relationships (the second term in (17)). We obtain a knapsack constraint from an aggregation of cycle time constraints (3) which are associated with contiguous stations from s1 to s2 (inclusive). C is a minimal packing cover in G -obtained from this knapsack constraint, and T(C) is the set of tasks in C, T(C) = {t ∈ T: (s, t) ∈ C}.
Some additional notation allows us to describe precedence relationships for tasks in the minimal packing cover. Note that a pair of tasks in T(C) may either be precedence-related or unrelated. We 
Using well-known methods [16] , we generate minimal cover inequalities, then apply the sequential lifting procedure, using dynamic programming to optimize at each iteration.
SEPARATION PROBLEMS AND ALGORITHMS
Valid inequalities are augmented after solving a separation problem that identifies any inequalities that are violated by a given LP solution. Depending upon the inequality, the separation problem may be solved by an exact algorithm or a heuristic. Section 3.1 describes separation for clique inequalities (8)- (13), Sections 3.2 and 3.3 describe separation for packing covers (16) and (17), respectively, and Section 3.4 discusses separation for the minimal covers presented in section 2.3.
Separation for Clique Inequalities (8) -(13).
The separation problems associated with each clique inequality is a maximum weight clique problem in which xu represents the weight of node u and u = (s, t).
The maximum weight clique corresponds to a most violated clique inequality. Even though this problem is NP-hard [5] , some subclasses of clique and clique-related inequalities can be identified efficiently by complete enumeration.
We search for violated clique inequalities (9) -(13) associated with each pair of tasks i and j by evaluating both sides of the inequalities. Any violated clique inequality that is identified is strengthened by sequential lifting [16] .
To identify a violated s-clique inequality (8), we use greedy algorithms SCLIQUE and STAR, which was devised by Nemhauser and Sigismondi [15] for the NPP. This procedure has polynomial time but is a heuristic, so it may fail to identify some violated inequalities. STAR identifies a clique, determines if it identifies a violated s-clique inequality and lifts it if it does. SCLIQUE augments the s-clique inequality associated with the clique in the LP relaxation.
Algorithm STAR is also used to generate another clique inequality, called a general clique inequality. The associated clique is obtained by considering the entire intersection graph G -rather than its subgraph as in the s-clique. STAR is performed on the list of all nodes, sorted in nonincreasing order of the values of variables xu. Only one violated general clique inequality is generated in each pass.
Separation for Horizontal Packing Cover Inequality (16).
The separation problem may be posed as
in which x is a fractional solution, zv = 1 if v ∈ C and 0 otherwise. Since Vk forms a clique, we may replace each generalized upper bound constraint (15) by a set of node packing constraints. Separation problem SH determines a minimal packing cover C which yields the most violated horizontal packing cover inequality if and only if ? < 1.
To solve SH, we devised a polynomial time, greedy heuristic, DZMOD. It is a modification of
Johnson and Padberg's [13] algorithm which was devised for a knapsack problem with disjoint, special ordered sets. Similar to Dantzig's algorithm, DZMOD chooses nodes with the minimum ratio (18) is satisfied. However, DZMOD must not select nodes that are adjacent. When DZMOD stops, it identifies either a minimal packing cover C or an infeasible solution.
Once a violated inequality is identified, it is strengthened by the sequential lifting procedure [16] .
Problems associated with lifting have constraints similar to those in separation problem SH, resulting in a 0-1 knapsack problem with node packing constraints. Since no optimization algorithms are available, we solve a relaxation of the lifting problem, a 0-1 knapsack problem with generalized upper bound constraints.
We use an adaptation of the pseudo-polynomial time dynamic programming algorithm presented in Martello and Toth [14] . However, when the number of variables and the RHS are large, specifically when their product is greater than 1000, we switch to Johnson and Padberg's [13] algorithm to reduce runtime.
In a special case, when Vk is a singleton or the problem does not include any generalized upper bound constraints, we simply solve a 0-1 knapsack problem as a relaxation of the lifting problem, using dynamic programming but again switching to Dantzig's method for a large problem. Since all of these algorithms solve a relaxation of the lifting problem, they always yield lower bounds on lifting coefficients.
Pinnoi and Wilhelm [20] noted that by fixing variables that are not in V to 0, QH becomes a reduced version of the node packing polytope. Specifically, Q ∩ {x ∈ R N : xu = 0 for all u ∈ U\V} = QH, where Q is the node packing polytope described by G -. Therefore, even though we describe inequality (16) and its separation heuristic in a general form, our implementation of branch and cut generates violated inequality (16) based on each single cycle time constraint (3).
Separation for Packing Cover Inequality (17).
Denote the set of tasks that may be processed at one of the contiguous stations s1, ..., s2 as T / = {i ∈ T: Ei ≤ s1 or Li ≥ s2} and observe that a pair of tasks in T / may either be precedence-related (i.e., either i ∈ A(j) or i ∈ B(j)) or unrelated (j ∈ f (i) We can now formulate the separation problem for packing cover inequality (17) as SP: minimize 
in which zsi = 1 if node (s, i) ∈ packing cover C, and 0 otherwise, and yij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ Θ 33, and 0 otherwise.
Separation problem SP determines C, a packing cover, and Θ 34, a set of pairs of precedence-related tasks. A most violated inequality exists if and only if ? < 1.
Constraint (19) requires a solution to define a cover which violates an aggregation of cycle time constraints (4) associated with stations s1, ..., s2. Constraint (20) is characterized by the definition of Θ 35 that requires the number of pairs representing precedence-related tasks in each group k must be less than the number of tasks in the group. Constraint (21) invokes node packing constraints. Constraints (22) and (23) guarantee that (i, j) ∈ Θ 36 only if (s, i) ∈ C for some s and (s, j) ∈ C for some s.
We have devised polynomial time heuristic SOLPKCP to solve problem SP. Given a partial packing cover C, the strategy is to augment C with the node that has the smallest ratio of the contribution to the objective value and the contribution to knapsack constraint (19) , until constraint (19) is satisfied.
The skeleton of DZMOD forms the basis of SOLPKCP. However, SP is different from SH, since in SP node u contributes to the objective value through both du and -Yuv, for all v ∈ C. In addition, arcs (u, v) must also be selected and Θ 37 must be updated when a node is included in or removed from C. When SOLPKCP stops, we obtain C, Θ 38 and
39. If ? < 1, a violated inequality has been identified, and we lift it using sequential lifting. The resulting inequality is added to the LP relaxation.
Similar to inequality (16) , the embedded polytope of P for which inequality (17) is valid is the reduced node packing polytope when s1 = s2 [20] . Therefore, even though we present inequality (17) and its separation heuristic SOLPKCP in a general form, our implementation of branch and cut generates inequality (17) based on each single cycle time constraint (4) or when s1 = s2.
Separation for Minimal Covers.
The standard separation problem is a 0/1 knapsack problem with GUB constraints [16] , and we solve it as described in Section 3.2 using a pseudo-polynomial time dynamic programming algorithm for small problems and switching to Dantzig's method to reduce runtime in large problems [4] .
PREPROCESSING METHODS
Our preprocessing methods simplify the precedence graph by decomposing it into smaller subgraphs and/or removing nodes and arcs, resulting in a reduced graph. They also compute bounds on parameters Ei, Li, SL, SU, ? ij, a j(i, s), and ß j(i, s) (as defined in Figure 1 ) which are used in our facet defining inequalities.
The preprocessed precedence graph may result in one reduced graph or multiple, disjoint subgraphs, each of which characterizes a smaller ALBP. The efficacy of these preprocessing methods depends heavily upon the structure of the precedence graph and relative values of the processing times, pi, and the cycle time c. These preprocessing methods are not limited to just the ALBP; since these methods preprocess the precedence graph, they can also be applied to the WSP.
Arc Elimination.
We may eliminate a redundant, directed arc (i, j) if and only if i is an immediate predecessor of j and there is another path from i to j via other nodes. For example, in Figure 2a arc (3, 6) can be eliminated, since there is another path from 3 to 6 through 4.
Eliminating a redundant arc corresponds to removing a redundant precedence constraint (3). In addition, it may promote graph decomposition and reduction in the later stages (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3), as shown in Figure 2c . If arc (3,6) is not removed, node 3 cannot be isolated (see Definition 4).
Graph Decomposition.
The technique we adapt to decompose the graph has been applied to problems associated with graphs, for example, the NPP [15] . Even though it appears desirable to solve several small problems instead of a single large one, conditions that are required to decompose the graph may differ, depending upon problem characteristics. The following definitions underlie this aspect of our preprocessing methods.
Definition 1.
[1] Node t ∈ T is a cutpoint (or articulation point) of graph H if and only if there exist two distinct nodes t1, t2 ∈ T such that t is on every path from t1 to t2.
We apply the concept of the cutpoint and adopt the following definition specifically for the ALBP.
Definition 2. Node t ∈ T is a decoupler of precedence graph H = (T, T ) if and only if t is a cutpoint of H
and (a) pk + pt > c or ?
in which R(t) is the set of immediate successors of t (see Figure 1 ).
Obviously, a decoupler is also a cutpoint, but the converse is not necessarily true. Let A(i) and B(i) be the set of all predecessors and all successors of task i, respectively. Let
∪ {j} as the set of all tasks that are on the path from i to j (inclusive)
If t is a decoupler of H, then H may be decomposed (separated) into two disjoint subdigraphs, H1t and Htt.
Let node d be a duplication of node t and pd = 0. 
(t).
Consider the example in Figure 2a . Nodes 1, 9, and 10 are cutpoints but not decouplers. Node 6 is a cutpoint which is a decoupler of the graph, since we cannot assign task 6 to the same station as either of its immediate successors, 7 and 8. By duplicating node 6, we can decompose the original graph into two precedence graphs, H1,6 and Hd,10 (subdigraphs 1 and 2 in Figure 2b) . 
Graph Reduction: Isolated Node Elimination.
To reduce a graph by node elimination, we must identify each node that can be isolated (i.e., assigned to a station with no other tasks assigned to it).
Definition 4.
Node t ∈ T is an isolated node of graph H if and only if t must be the only task assigned to a station.
This preprocessing method is similar to the one which Baybars [3] called the reduction via node elimination. However, to identify isolated node t, we relax the condition used in Baybars [3] :
The condition given by inequality (25) requires that t be compared with a smaller set of tasks than does (24) . If t satisfies (24), t also satisfies (25) , but the converse is not necessarily true. If t satisfies (25) , no other task can be assigned to the station at which t is assigned. Johnson [12] also identified isolated nodes by condition (24) but retained these nodes in the precedence graph by increasing the processing time of each isolated task to equal the cycle time.
Since isolated node t is assigned to a station by itself, we may eliminate t and all arcs incident to node t from the precedence graph. The station occupied by t can later be inserted between the last station to which immediate predecessors of t are assigned and the first station to which immediate successors of t are assigned. Thus, we must ensure that none of the predecessors of t are assigned to the same station as a successor of t and do so by pre-assigning ? ij = 1, ∀i ∈ A(t), j ∈ B(t). We also add arcs (i, j), ∀i ∈ M(t), j
, t is the single node on the path from i to j).
Consider subdigraph 1 in Figure 2c , in which nodes 3 and 4 are isolated nodes. Consequently, we can reduce subdigraph 1 by eliminating nodes 3 and 4 and arcs incident to and from them. The reduced subdigraph 1 can be decomposed further into subdigraphs 1.1 and 1.2, shown in Figure 2d . Figure 3a illustrates an optimal solution for the ALBP associated with each nonseparable subgraph, whereas Figure   3b shows an optimal solution for the original ALBP which is obtained by combining the solutions to the disjoint subdigraphs. Observe that we insert one station for node 3 between the stations that process nodes 1 and 6, and one station for node 4 between the stations that process nodes 3 and 6.
Calculation of ? ij , Ej , and Lj. Define G = (T, T ), a nonseparable precedence graph, and
Gij = ( ? ij, T ij), a subdigraph of G induced by ? ij, i, j ∈ T.
Definition 5. Node t is the last cutpoint of node j in Gij if and only if t is a cutpoint of Gij and for each cutpoint k ≠ t of Gij, k ∈ A(t) (i.e., t is a successor of all other cutpoints).
Consequently, if t is the last cutpoint of j in Gij, t must be on every path from i to j. An example is illustrated by the precedence graph H in Figure 4a . After eliminating nodes 4 and 12, we obtain nonseparable precedence graph G in Figure 4b . Consider subdigraph G2,11 with ? 2,11 = {2, 5, 7, 9, 11} and T 2,11 = {(2, 5), (5, 7), (7, 9), (9, 11)}. Nodes 2, 5, 7, and 9, all are cutpoints of G2,11. However, 9 is the last cutpoint of 11 in G2,11, since 9 is a successor of 2, 5, and 7. Now, consider subgraph G1,5 with ? 1,5 = {1,2,3,5} and T 1,5 = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 5), (3, 5)}. It is obvious that node 1 is the only cutpoint in G1,5 and the last cutpoint of node 5 in G1, 5 . In general, we may conclude that:
Remark 1
a.
If t is the only immediate predecessor of j in Gij, then t is the last cutpoint of j in Gij.
b. t is the last cutpoint of j in Gij if
Gtj is a nonseparable subdigraph. loop traverses G backward from t to 1 (forward from i to t ). Given i and j, we evaluate ? ij by identifying the last cutpoint of j in Gij and applying recursive formulas that are described below.
Relationships Among
In the inner loop, since we enumerate only j given a fixed value of i, we use ? j instead of ? ij to simplify notation. We denote ? j as the station to which node j is assigned, given that node i is assigned to station 0. Recall that when isolated node t is removed, ? ij, i ∈ A(t), j ∈ B(t), is pre-assigned the value 1.
Since by using recursive formulas, we do not take into account the pre-assigned value of ? ij, we update ? j (= ? ij) with the maximum of the pre-assigned value of ? ij and the value obtained from a formula. Similarly, we check to ensure that ? ij ≥ ? ik + ? kj, for all k ∈ ? ij.
When task 1 is the starting node of G, ( ? j + 1) also represents a lower bound on the minimum number of stations required to process j and its predecessors. Therefore, we can write
in which Ê ≥ 0 is the last occupied station. If G is the first nonseparable precedence graph, Ê = 0.
Otherwise, Ê equals the station number to which the last task of the previous nonseparable subdigraph is assigned. Using relation (26) , GAMMAEL determines the value of Ej.
We introduce _tj = ( ? j t , T t j), T t j = {(t2, t1): (t1, t2) ∈ T and t1, t2 ∈ ? j t}. _tj may be viewed as the 
in which SU = Ê + ? , where ? is an upper bound on the number of stations, prescribed by any heuristic, for
G1t. If SU = Et, the heuristic solution gives the optimal number of stations.
Recursive Formulas.
Let d j be the remaining time of station ? j; that is, the amount of the cycle time left after processing task j. Let t be the last cutpoint of j in Gij. Formulas are determined based on values of four boolean clauses:
∑ 41 is the sum of processing times of all predecessors of t.
Each clause takes on the value of either T (true) or F (false). If a clause is satisfied, it has value T.
The values of these boolean clauses determine which recurrent formula is used to calculate ? j (see a summary of formulas in Table I ). Q1 is true if t is the immediate predecessor of j. Q2 is true if none of the immediate successors of t can be assigned to the same station as t. Q3 is true if none of the immediate predecessors of j can be assigned to the same station as j. Finally, Q4 is true if all predecessors of t in Gij can be assigned to stations 0, 1, ..., ? t (recall that we start by assigning task i to station 0) and t is the only task that occupies station ( ? t + 1).
We define several additional elements of notation frequently used in the recurrent formulas:
yy -cc

  
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? is the sum of processing times of all tasks in ? tj, excluding t. Figure 4c shows parameter values for the reduced graph in Figure 4b .
Patterson and Albracht [18] used the concept of the earliest station Ei and the latest station Li to which task i may be assigned, calculating them by:
min
The next proposition compares Ej and Lj, obtained from relations (26), (27) , and our recursive formulas, with the values calculated from Patterson and Albracht's [18] formulas (28) and (29).
Proof. a. (By induction)
We assume without loss of generality that nodes are numbered such that i < j, for i ∈ M(j). Since Ej = ? 1j + 1 = ? j + 1 by relation (26) , it suffices to show that ? j ≥ max (0, f1(pA(j) + pj) -1), ∀j ∈ T. For node 1, ? 1 = 0 = max (0, f1(p1)). By the induction hypothesis, ? j ≥ max (0, f1(pA(j) + pj) -1), ∀ j ≤ n -1. For node n, we suppose that t is the last cutpoint of n and that t is not an immediate predecessor of n.
Formula 3:
? n
Since pA(j) + pj = pA(t) + pt + ? and
Formula 5:
Q4 implies that ? t ≥ f1( pA(t)).
Using the above arguments, we write
Formula 8:
The negation of Q4 together with the induction hypothesis implies that pA(t) + pt + d t = c( ? t + 1).
Using Formulas 4, 6, and 7, it is easy to show that ? n ≥ f1( pA(j) + pj) -1 ≥ 0. Since Formulas 1 and 2 are special cases of Formulas 3 and 6 (or 8), respectively, the result follows.
b. Due to relation (27) , Lj = S -? j, where ? j is calculated for _tj. The result follows part a.
The next Lemma summarizes properties of Ej and Lj, obtained from GAMMAEL. First, note that ? ij ≥ ? ik
Lemma 2:
Proof. Since ? 1j ≥ ? 1i + ? ij and by relations (26) and (27), the results immediately follow.
To find the last cutpoint t of j in Gij, we use the same depth-first search algorithm used in decomposition, which has computational complexity of O(| T |), where | T | is the number of arcs in G. Thus, it can be shown that the computational complexity of GAMMAEL is O(| T | t 2 ).
Calculation of a j(i, s) and ß j(i, s). If i ∈ A(j),
? ij gives information about two precedence-related tasks; and if j ∈ f (i), a j(i, s) and ß j(i, s) give quantitative measures of the dependency between two precedence-unrelated tasks. If j ∈ f (i), task j may limit the stations to which i may be assigned, as depicted in Figure 4a . Although tasks 2 and 6 are precedence-unrelated, they are not completely independent. After assigning task 2 to station 1, the remaining time of 18 -4 (cycle time -the processing time of task 2) = 14 is available at station 1 to process other tasks. Due to the precedence requirement, task 3 must be assigned before task 6. Then, we assign task 3 to station 1, and the remaining time at station 1 reduces to 14 -8 = 6 < 10, the processing time of task 6. Even though the earliest station of task 6 is 1, we cannot assign task 6 to station 1. Conditioned on task 2 being assigned to station 1, the first station to which task 6 can be assigned is 2. Consequently, a 6(2, 1) = 2 -1 = 1. In this section, we describe polynomial time algorithm ALPHA to estimate a j(i, s), for all i ∈ f (j) and s = Ei, ..., Li, based on the following properties of a
Calculating parameter a j(i
b. Given that t ∈ A(j) and t is in every path from the source (task 1) to task j in precedence
c. a
Since t is a predecessor of j, t must be assigned at least ? * tj stations upstream from the station to which j is assigned. Property a, thus, follows. The conditions in property b imply that t is the first task among the predecessors of j to be assigned to a station downstream of station Ei. Due to the precedence relationship between tasks t and j, property b holds. It is obvious that if j can be assigned to Ej when i is assigned to Ei, then i can be assigned to Ei when j is assigned to Ej, and property c follows. Let Ej(i, s) = a lower bound on the first station to which j can be assigned when i is assigned to station s
Subroutine ALPHA consists of 9 steps that are described below. In step 0, we initialize a j(i, s) = 0 for all i, j, s. For demonstration purposes, we use a numerical example to show how ALPHA works and how the properties are applied. Consider the precedence graph in Figure 4a and let i = 9 and s = E9 = 3.
Basically, the algorithm finds Ej(9, 3) and calculates a j(9, 3) accordingly.
In step 1, starting from task i and recursively traversing backward through the last cutpoints (see Definition 5), we construct N intervals whose endpoints are tasks which must be assigned at their earliest stations, when task i is assigned to station s (i.e., t must be assigned to its earliest station when i is assigned to s if Et = s -? ti). In addition, the earliest stations to which endpoints are assigned must be distinct, forming a decreasing series of station numbers. We also require task 1 to end the series if s > 1. For example, 7 is the last cutpoint of 9 but E7 = s = 3, we proceed to 5 which is the last cutpoint of 7 and find that E5 = 2 = E9 -? 59 = 3 -1 = 2. Then, we consider task 1, the last cutpoint of 5, and obtain 9, 5, 1 as a series of tasks or endpoints, stations 3, 2, 1 as a series of stations, and intervals: [9, 5] we check for any violation of properties a and c and adjust the values accordingly. Now, consider j = 8; in step 3, t = 6. Since a 6(9, 3) = 0, we proceed to step 4 and find ? = p8 = 12. In step 5, we start from q = 2 to 3 to find that task 8 must be assigned after station 3. In step 6, a 8(9,
(6)) / 18 = (12 -2 -2) / 18 = 1. For j = 10, t = 8, since a 8(9, 3) = 1, step 7 assigns a 10(9, 3) = a 8(9, 3) + ? 8, 10 = 1.
We can also apply algorithm ALPHA to _, the mirror image of G, to estimate ß , resulting in algorithm BETA. Here, we let Lj(i, s) = an upper bound on the last station to which j can be assigned when i is assigned to station s.
Consequently, ß j(i, s) = s -Lj(i, s). Therefore, Ei and Ej(i, s) in ALPHA must be changed to Li and Lj(i, s)
in BETA, respectively.
Graph Reduction: Pre-Assigned Node Elimination. Given that G = (T, T ) is a nonseparable
precedence graph, task t ∈ T may be pre-assigned if t is the starting node of G or Et = Lt. A pre-assigned node is different from an isolated node in that it is not necessarily assigned to a station by itself. To eliminate a pre-assigned node, we do not remove the station which processes a pre-assigned node as we do when eliminating an isolated node. We only deduct the processing time of pre-assigned task t from the cycle time of the station to which t is assigned.
However, we remove pre-assigned node t and all of its incident arcs from G. Arcs (i, j), ∀i ∈ M(t), j ∈ R(t) are added only if (i, j) is not redundant (i.e, when there is no other path from i to j except through t). Note that if t is the starting node of G, then no new arcs are added, since t has no predecessors.
Different from the procedure which eliminates an isolated node, values of ? ij, ∀i ∈ A(t), j ∈ B(t), are not adjusted in this phase of graph reduction. Figure 5 gives the flowchart of our preprocessing algorithm in the dotted box. The algorithm starts by preparing the data structure for graph manipulation. In this procedure, the reachability matrix, whose element ij is equal to 1 if node j can be reached from i, or 0 otherwise, is Each subsequent procedure deals with nonseparable precedence graph G, which is induced by nodes that are in the paths between two decouplers that are stored next to each other on the decoupler stack.
Preprocessing Algorithm.
After G is solved, the succeeding, nonseparable precedence graph can be processed.
Next, G is reduced by the isolated node elimination procedure. To identify isolated nodes, each node is checked relative to condition (25) . Figure 2d illustrates a reduced graph that may be further decomposed, while Figure 4b shows one that cannot be further separated. After a number of iterations, we obtain nonseparable precedence graph _ with no isolated node.
Then the algorithm sends _ to procedure GAMMAEL which determines parameter values, using recurrent formulas in Table I and relations (26) and (27) . In GAMMAEL, if the heuristic solution is found to give the optimal number of stations, _ has been solved. The algorithm then preprocesses another nonseparable graph induced by two decouplers. The worst-case complexity of GAMMAEL is O(| T | t 2 ).
Suppose that _ has not been solved by the heuristic. _ is, then, directed to the procedure which eliminates pre-assigned nodes. Similar to isolated nodes, pre-assigned nodes and arcs incident to them are removed and the pre-assigned nodes are stored in the pre-assign stack. This procedure has worst-case
, where ? P is the number of pre-assigned nodes. _ is now ready for any solution procedure.
Once _ is solved, if there are any more nonseparable graphs, the isolated node procedure is reactivated. Otherwise, in the Complete Solution Procedure, the solutions to all subdigraphs are combined with task assignments of pre-assigned nodes and isolated nodes. The worst-case computational complexity of our preprocessing algorithm can be shown to be
, where ? * = max ( ? I, ? P).
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Our goal is to evaluate the efficacy of our branch and cut algorithm on the WSP. Our algorithm was implemented on an IBM RISC/6000 model 550, written in FORTRAN, and interfaced with the IBM optimization subroutine library (OSL). Our program reads the data set, invokes our preprocessing methods, and formulates a model in MPS format. OSL reads the MPS file and then solves the problem. relaxation. Finally, the enumeration scheme augments cuts at all nodes in the search tree.
Implementation of Branch and
Our branch and cut algorithm relies on the framework provided by OSL, including choosing nodes, branching, and preprocessing. For pure 0-1 problems, OSL has a preprocessing algorithm that attempts, before branching, to strengthen coefficients and to reduce the problem size by probing to fix variables, and removing redundant constraints [11] . In addition, OSL adds cuts to the working matrix and re-evaluates the LP relaxation. The entire preprocessing procedure is repeated until no more variables can be fixed and the objective value cannot be further improved. Only then is branching performed. Supernode processing results if the preprocessing procedure is invoked at each node in the search tree [11] . In addition to the cuts augmented by OSL, the user can supply cuts via a user exit subroutine. Our cuts are identified by our separation algorithms and added to the matrix by the supernode processing routine at all nodes in the search tree.
At the root node, before invoking branch and cut, we generate cuts from each family of valid inequalities, taking them one at a time. For each family, we generate all inequalities that can be identified by our separation procedures, then consider the next family. After all families have been considered and if an integer solution is still not found, branch and cut is invoked. In addition to inequalities (8) - (15), the general clique inequality, and the minimal cover inequality, we also generate a minimal cover inequality, considering cycle time constraint (4) as a knapsack constraint. However, in contrast to the cut procedure at the root node, in each iteration within branch and cut, we identify and add to the LP relaxation all inequalities that are found to be violated by considering all families of valid inequalities. Therefore, to avoid duplicating cuts in branch and cut, we do not consider adding the general clique inequality and the minimal cover inequalities that are generated based on cycle time constraint (4), since it is possible that one of these inequalities that are found violated may be exactly the same as one of the other type of inequalities.
Specifically, the general clique inequality may duplicate one of the other clique inequalities (8) - (11), whereas the minimal cover inequality based on cycle time constraint my duplicate one of the packing cover inequalities (16) and (17) .
Finally, we note that our implementation incorporates the lower bound
Analysis of Computational Results.
We selected the test problems, specifically the set of the Sawyer 30 task problems, from a collection of the "standard" ALBP problems [10] . We initiated each problem with the optimal number of stations as given by Hoffmann [10] . To measure the efficacy of the solution approach, we compared our runtimes with those required by a standard implementation of OSL which uses instances pre-processed by our methods, the OSL pre-processing routine, and OSL supernode processing.
Computational results are reported in Table II. We performed two runs for each problem. In the first run, we attempted to identify and add cuts to the LP relaxation before invoking branch and cut. Therefore, we report the number of cuts, the time taken by our separation procedures, and the total time required by the separation procedures and the dual simplex algorithm. In the second run, we solve each problem directly by the branch and cut method without adding cuts at the root node. For both runs, we report the number of nodes enumerated in addition to the number of cuts and the runtimes. Table II reports only the results for the better of these two runs for each test problem.
Our branch and cut approach solved six out of eight problems significantly faster than did OSL, achieving an order of magnitude improvement in runtime, due primarily to an order of magnitude reduction in the number of nodes enumerated. Our approach also enumerated fewer nodes in the other two problems for which it required longer runtimes.
Results show that runtime is sensitive to cycle time. By changing the cycle time slightly, a problem can be made much more challenging. The number of cuts generated by the branch and cut approach seems to be a function of the number of nodes enumerated. However, it should be noted that these cuts may be removed by OSL and subsequently regenerated at other nodes in the search tree. In addition, OSL does not provide information to determine which cuts are binding at the optimal solution. As a result, we cannot report the efficacy of each family of valid inequalities.
Although gap reduction is widely used as a measure of success, it does have some shortcomings when applied to the WSP. A large gap reduction is usually taken as a measure of the strength of cuts, but the form of the objective function always plays a significant role. We learned from our computational experience that the objective function of the WSP typically poses a small gap between the LP value and the optimal integer value. In addition, improving values of (most) variables toward integrality often did not contribute directly to improving the objective value or to reducing the gap.
Based on our preliminary evaluation, we expect that our preprocessing methods would be quite effective for problems in which: (1) the cycle time is relatively small compared to the largest processing time; (2) a number of tasks have processing times close to the cycle time; and (4) the precedence graph includes many cutpoints. The test problems used in this paper do not exhibit the features that are amenable to graph decomposition and reduction. Our preprocessor did, however, identify and remove one isolated task in the first problem (not tabled). In fact, the cycle time in this problem is equal to the processing time of the isolated task. For the test problems used in this paper, the primary contribution of the preprocessor is in determining bounds for parameters (e.g., Ei, Li, SL, SU, ? ij, a j(i, s), and ß j(i, s)) which are used in our facet defining inequalities.
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In conclusion, our branch and cut approach does show significant improvement in runtimes for the majority of the test problems, achieving an order of magnitude improvement in comparison with OSL. In addition, we discovered that the gap may not provide a meaningful measure of the performance of cutting plane methods.
Several types of improvements could be sought by future research. For example, bound estimates for parameters ( a , ß , ? , E, L) could be improved with further study. Most importantly, the polyhedral structure of the ALBP and WSP may be studied to identify additional families of valid inequalities.
Valid inequalities and separation algorithms presented in this paper can be applied to other problems with an embedded line balancing structure. Another significant application is the assembly system design problem (ASDP). Pinnoi and Wilhelm [21] successfully implemented a branch and cut method to solve the single-product ASDP, adapting the valid inequalities, the separation heuristics, and the pre-processing methods presented in this paper to yield ones that are applicable to that problem. In addition, we expect that the valid inequalities and separation heuristics can also be extended to handle more complicated ASDPs (e.g., see [22] ).
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